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LZF
Cervantes

Cervantes, by German designer Burkhard Dämmer 
for LZF, is offered as a wall or ceiling sconce, or as 
a suspension lamp. The new design – in line with the 
tradition of latticework – features strips of wood veneer, 
spreading out in all directions and creating a concave 
effect. The malleability of the wood presents a unique 
diffuser, while an LED system is used as a backlight.
www.lzf-lamps.com

KALMAR WERKSTATTEN
Billy TL

London-based designer I lse 
Crawford has created an updated 
version of the Billy TL table lamp 
by Kalmar Werkstätten. Rosewood 
has been selected for the lamp’s 
stem, standing on satin brass feet 
that support the lampshade in a 
duotone � nish of black and brass. 
Meanwhile the warm colours and 
materials emphasise the character 
of Billy TL, celebrating materials, 
functionality and a human scale 
design. Meticulously designed in 
every detail, the latest edition is also 
equipped with a new textile power 
cable, with colour that re� ects the 
chromatic palette, thus enhancing 
Billy TL’s sophistication. 
www.kalmarlighting.com

CHELSOM
Orion

The Orion pendant forms part of Chelsom’s custom lighting collection 
launched as part of the brand’s Edition 25 catalogue. It features shallow 
circular LED light sources with Opal acrylic diffusers, layered between 
top and bottom discs supported by randomly positioned arms to give 
an asymmetric effect. Orion can be speci� ed in various dimensions, 
shapes and � nishes.
www.chelsom.co.uk

LEDS-C4
Premium

The Premium series, designed by Jordi Llopis for Grok by LEDS-C4, is 
comprised of a � oor and table lamp with an elegant and sophisticated 
style. Its black fabric shade and polished copper-� nish body clearly 
set out its nature, with the elements harmoniously coming together 
to emphasise the high-end quality of the luminaire. Premium has a 
diffuser on its upper part, re� ecting a contrast of delicate tones able 
to emit warm light, without losing the contemporary halo. 
www.leds-c4.com


